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Abstract— During the last few years numerous multimedia
archives have made extensive use of digitized storage and
annotation technologies. Still, the development of single points of
access, providing common and uniform access to their data,
despite the efforts and accomplishments of standardization
organizations, has remained an open issue, as it involves the
integration of various large scale heterogeneous and heterolingual systems. In this paper, we describe a mediator system
that achieves architectural integration through an extended 3tier architecture and content integration through semantic
modeling. The described system has successfully integrated five
multimedia archives, quite different in nature and content from
each other, while also providing for easy and scalable inclusion of
more archives in the future.
Index Terms— multimedia archives, architectural integration,
mediator, 3-tier architecture, message oriented middleware,
semantic modeling, concept taxonomy, document analysis,
MPEG-7.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

uring the last decade, the cost of storage and wide area
communication services has decreased, while their
capacity increased dramatically. This fact, along with the
increasing penetration of e-commerce applications, has made
digital storage, annotation and access of multimedia
information a mature and viable choice for content holding
organizations and individuals. Numerous multimedia archives
have, either totally or incrementally, turned to the utilization
of digitized archive technologies. The content of these
archives can be made accessible, depending upon copyright,
policy and security decisions, over the Internet in a cost
efficient, time efficient, anyplace, anytime fashion.
On the other hand, one of the main problems of multimedia
archiving has also been inherited to their digital descendants.
For traditional archives, where raw media were stored in the
form of analog hard copies, search was not an easy task as a
human had to either go through a separate annotation archive,
or, ideally, search using keywords in a custom, proprietary,
metadata database. Much similarly to the case of books in a
library that have not been indexed, information stored in a
multimedia archive that cannot be searched, identified and
accessed easily is practically unavailable.
In order to provide for more efficient search services in the
always augmenting space of available digital multimedia
content, several systems have been proposed and several

research projects and initiatives have been funded, making
important contributions to theoretical fields ranging from
multimedia signal processing, computer vision, multimedia
database and knowledge management to artificial intelligence,
human computer interaction and information retrieval. Still,
considering the number and diversity of multimedia archives
existing worldwide, being able to search in each one of them
independently but not in all of them at the same time through
a common interface is much like having independent indices
for each corridor in a library. When the library becomes
larger, data is once again as good as non existing.
Current and evolving international standardization
activities, such as MPEG-4 [6] for video, JPEG-2000 [34] for
still images, and MPEG-7 [24], MPEG-21 [35], SMIL [36] for
generic multimedia, deal with aspects related to audiovisual
(a/v) content and metadata coding and representation, aiming
to provide a framework for uniformity and interoperability
between developed systems. Still, mainly due to the fact that
digital archives have pre-existed the developed standards, very
few of them fully comply with them. In most cases,
multimedia archives operate using proprietary data structures
as well as administrator and end user software. Thus, the
integration of multimedia archives through a common, unified
access point for end users, always considering their particular
copyright and access policies, emerges as a necessary step for
the preservation of their content and their financial viability.
In order to achieve this goal, several research activities are
currently active in the direction of knowledge acquisition and
modeling, capturing knowledge from raw information and
multimedia content in distributed repositories to turn poorly
structured information into machine-processable knowledge
[18][21]. A second future direction is knowledge sharing and
use, combining semantically enriched information with
context to provide infrencing for decision support and
collaborative use of trusted knowledge between organizations
[12]. Finally, in the intelligent content vision, multimedia
objects integrate content with metadata and intelligence and
learn to interact with devices and networks [16].
It is becoming apparent in all the above research fields that
integration of diverse, heterogeneous and distributed – preexisting – multimedia content will only be feasible through the
design of mediator systems. In [7] for instance, a multimedia
mediator is designed to provide a well-structured and
controlled gateway to multimedia systems, focusing on
schemas for semi-structured multimedia items and object-
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application and validation of the described approach in the
framework of the FAETHON project, while conclusions are
drawn in Section VI.
II. ARCHITECTURAL INTEGRATION
Wide acceptance of the architectural approach that is known
with the term 3-tier does not originate from the field of large
scale systems. It originates from modern programming
languages that proposed 3-tier architecture as a way to
alleviate user interface and storage system dependencies from
the development of the core application; Java 2 with the
Model View Controller (MVC) implementation of the 3-tier
architecture was the pioneer in the shift.
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oriented concepts, while [3] focuses on security requirements
of such mediated information systems. On the other hand, [9]
deals with media abstraction and heterogeneous reasoning
through the use of a unified query language for manually
generated annotation, again without dealing with content or
annotation semantics. A semantically rich retrieval model is
suggested in [13], based on fuzzy set theory with domainspecific methods for document analysis and allowing natural
language queries. Finally, [10] focuses on the design of a
single intuitive interface supporting visual query languages to
access distributed multimedia databases.
In this paper we present a multimedia integration approach
that is focused on two parallel layers. On the architectural
layer, the integration of heterogeneous systems is carried out
using an extended 3-tier architecture for the development of
the mediator system, while principles are borrowed from
Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) systems [22][25], in
order to increase stability and scalability. On the content layer,
a semantic modeling approach is followed to handle problems
related to the utilization of different classification schemes,
different depth of detail, or different languages for the
annotation of multimedia documents in individual archives.
The proposed approach been utilized in the framework of the
FAETHON project [4][5], where a common point of access
was provided for five archives from 3 different countries.
Most existing approaches in designing multimedia mediator
systems focus on specific aspects of multimedia content
integration, dealing with communications protocols, metadata
/ annotation format, semantics, or user interface integration.
The originality of the proposed system lies in the holistic
approach followed to integrate individual multimedia archives
both at architectural (e.g., communication, data format,
metadata field mappings, MPEG-7 compliance) and content
(e.g., description, classification, semantics) levels, thus
affording an end-to-end solution, while still providing for
maintainability and scalability in both aspects. The focus of
this paper is rather on architectural design, user interface/tools
and validation platform/tools, than on implementation and
algorithmic details. Specifically, given a number of annotated
archives, and regardless of the structure, language and format
of annotation, we present an integrated 3-tier platform for
integrated access. The main novelty of the approach relies in
the fact that integration is achieved at both a syntactic and a
conceptual level, while the main technical contribution of this
paper is the automatic thematic categorization of multimedia
documents given their textual annotation and a fuzzy
relational knowledge base.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section II we
present the architecture layer of the proposed integration
approach, focusing on the extended 3-tier architecture. In
Section III we present the content layer of the proposed
integration approach, focusing on issues related to knowledge
management. In Section IV we present the methodologies
followed and tools developed in order to guarantee
maintainability of a system that is large and complex, as well
as scalability. In Section V results are presented from the
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Fig. 1. The 3-tier architecture
In this framework, 3-tier refers to the definition of formal
interfaces between the three main components of the system
(presentation, data and application or business logic) so that
they can be developed independently. In the problem
examined in this work, on the other hand, the data end of the
overall system, i.e. the individual multimedia archiving
systems, has been developed prior to the definition of any
interfacing standards. Thus, the data-tier in our approach is
not implemented by the archives themselves; it is rather
implemented by custom modules that allow for the interfacing
of the archive systems with the newly developed mediator
system.
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Moreover, 3-tier architecture has been utilized mainly in
applications where the 3 tiers are developed within the same
software project and are running on the same system;
communication between the different tiers is most typically a
matter of simple function call. In the problem discussed herein
the data ends of the overall system are entirely distributed and
are typically located in different countries. Thus, special
issues need to be considered such as the stability of the overall
system in cases of network or service unavailability. An
approach that follows the typical 3-tier architecture and
utilizes, for example, remote procedure calls (RPC) to connect
to the distributed archives would make the overall system as
susceptible to errors as the sum of susceptibility of all
participating entities. In this work we follow an approach
inspired from MOM queued asynchronous exchange of
messages that guarantees that stability of the independent
systems does not affect the stability of the overall integrated
system, as no assumptions are made regarding the availability
of the distributed services.
The general architecture is provided in Fig. 1, where
emphasis is given in the 3-tier approach followed. The
presentation and application tiers are separated, as in the
classic implementation of the 3-tier architecture, by defining
formal interface points between them. For the individual
multimedia archives, this cannot be the case. Due to the fact
that they are pre-existing, it is not possible to demand for them
to comply to a specific formal interfacing structure. On the
other hand, failure to define such a generic interfacing scheme
would result in the need to have archive specific code in the
application tier. This not only goes against the whole idea of
n-tier approaches which emphasizes on the independence of
the tiers, but also makes it extremely difficult for the system to
scale, as more archive specific code would have to be
included in the application tier for each new participating
archive.
In order to overcome this, the data-tier is equipped with
archive interface modules. These are distributed modules
residing at the site of each individual archive and act as
mediators between the central system and the archive. Their
role is to provide a formal interface for the core system to
access the individual archives. Of course, fully automated online transformation of any archiving format to the MPEG-7
standard is an extremely challenging problem that remains
open; what is actually supported is the identification of
selected annotation features and their representation using the
MPEG-7 structures [14].
In the following we provide more details on the interfaces
between the different tiers, as well as on the operation of the
archive interface modules.
A. Presentation - Application Tier Interface
Given that both tiers are fully developed as a result of the
attempt to integrate different multimedia archives under one
mediator system, the presentation and the application tiers
could be developed as different sections of the same software
project, with interfacing between them happening using
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function calls. Still, this would lessen the degree of
independence between the two tiers, making the
maintainability and expandability of the system questionable.
Moreover, independent development may permit an open
interface to third party end user interface developers, enabling
alternative business scenarios.
Thus, a fully independent development approach is
followed, in which XML schemas formalize the exchange of
information. In the definition and development of these
schemas, an important issue to consider is the nature of
queries that an end user may issue as well as the nature of
responses that the core system may provide for them. When
accessing individual multimedia archives directly, users
typically have the option to perform a search based on the
structured annotation of multimedia documents; some (few)
archives also allow the issuing of simple free text queries. In
order for the overall integrated system to be able to offer at
least as much functionality as the independent components it
comprises, a very flexible communication structure needs to
be defined, which will allow for the specification of possibly
extremely detailed multimedia annotation information.
Such a structure has already been provided through the
standardization activities of the MPEG-7 group in the
development of the MPEG-7 standard. Thus, the MPEG-7
standard has been used as a basis for the definition of the user
query schema; extensions are made to provide for features of
information retrieval systems that have not been considered in
the development of the MPEG-7 standard, as is for example
the specification of relevance feedback. In the following the
general structure of the UserAction Description Scheme is
provided; its components are further decomposed in the actual
schemas of the system.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- edited with XML Spy v4.3 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)
by Manolis Wallace (Image, Video and Multimedia
Laboratory) -->
<xs:schema targetNamespace="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
xmlns:faethon="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:mpeg7="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2001"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import namespace="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2001"
schemaLocation="./mpeg/MPEG-7-2001.xsd"/>
<xs:import namespace="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
schemaLocation="./FAETHON-2001.xsd"/>
<xs:complexType name="UserAction">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base="faethon:Request">
<xs:choice>
<xs:element name="userQuery"
type="faethon:UserQuery"/>
<xs:element name="relevanceFeedBack"/>
<xs:element name="browse"/>
<xs:element name="view"/>
</xs:choice>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="FaethonResult">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:restriction base="faethon:Result">
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<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="faethonResponse"
type="mpeg7:Mpeg7Type"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="UserQuery">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="KeywordQuery"
type="mpeg7:KeywordAnnotationType" minOccurs="0"/>
<xs:element name="Metadata"
type="faethon:FaethonMetaDataType" minOccurs="0"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="RelevanceFeedback"/>
<xs:complexType name="Browse"/>
<xs:complexType name="View"/>
</xs:schema>

Similarly, the responses of the core system (the application
tier) are formalized through XML schemas. Once again, the
nature of the responses that may be provided have been
considered in the development of the schemas. Since the
option to request for annotation details has been allowed in the
specification of the UserAction type, MPEG-7 structural
Description Schemes (DSs) are utilized in order to allow for
the transmission of structured multimedia annotation between
the two tiers.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- edited with XML Spy v4.2 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)
by Manolis Wallace (Image, Video and Multimedia
Laboratory) -->
<schema targetNamespace="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:faethon="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
xmlns:mpeg7="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2001"
elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<import namespace="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2001"
schemaLocation="./mpeg/MPEG-7-2001.xsd"/>
<complexType name="SystemEvent" abstract="true"/>
<complexType name="Request" abstract="true">
<complexContent>
<extension base="faethon:SystemEvent"/>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
<complexType name="Reply">
<complexContent>
<extension base="faethon:SystemEvent">
<choice minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<element name="result"
type="faethon:Result"/>
<element name="error"
type="faethon:Error"/>
</choice>
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>
<complexType name="Result" abstract="true">
<sequence>
<any namespace="##targetNamespace"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<complexType name="Error">
<sequence>
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<element name="message" type="string"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
<!-- FaethonMetaDataType -->
<!-- The list of metadata is just an example. Note
that not all fields of the corresponding
MPEG-7 DS may be relevant.-->
<complexType name="FaethonMetaDataType">
<sequence>
<element name="MediaIdentification"
type="mpeg7:MediaIdentificationType" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="MediaFormat"
type="mpeg7:MediaFormatType" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="MediaQuality"
type="mpeg7:MediaQualityType" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="Creation"
type="mpeg7:CreationType" minOccurs="0"/>
<element name="Classification"
type="mpeg7:ClassificationType" minOccurs="0"/>
</sequence>
</complexType>
</schema>

In the provided schema only a few of the structural DSs
provided by MPEG-7 are included; this list of DSs is enough
to provide for the specification of all the annotation elements
that have been selected in the user requirements and system
specifications phase to be supported by the system.
Alternatively, all MPEG-7 structural DSs could be included in
the definition. Still, although the theoretical merits of such an
approach may be obvious, there would be no practical benefit
as currently there are no user interfaces that are able to present
all the range of annotation details supported by MPEG-7; a
choice of elements needs to be made for any real life system.
The network layer of the communication is built using Web
Services over HTTP. Alternative, SSL technology can be
easily used to replace the clear text transmission method of
HTTP in order to provide for enhanced security features, if
required, without affecting the overall operation and
communication of the tiers.
B. Application - Data Tier Interface
Communication between the core mediator system and the
individual archives is performed in two stages; the archive
interface has the role of the mediator in this process. Thus, the
core system communicates with the archive interface and the
archive interface with the individual archive.
As far as the former is concerned, an approach quite similar
to that of the communication between the presentation and the
application tiers is followed. Thus, system requests are
defined using a schema that utilizes MPEG-7 DSs in order to
provide the option of specifying multimedia structural details
in the request.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!-- edited with XML Spy v4.3 U (http://www.xmlspy.com)
by Manolis Wallace (Image, Video and Multimedia
Laboratory) -->
<xs:schema targetNamespace="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:faethon="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
xmlns:mpeg7="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2001"
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elementFormDefault="qualified"
attributeFormDefault="unqualified">
<xs:import namespace="urn:FAETHON:schema:2001"
schemaLocation=".\FAETHON-2001.xsd"/>
<xs:complexType name="FaethonQuery">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="document" type="xs:anyURI"
minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:element name="metaData"
type="faethon:FaethonMetaDataType" minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name="getNewDocuments"
type="xs:boolean" default="false"/>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexType name="SemanticExpression"/>
<xs:complexType name="ArchiveResponse">
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:restriction base="faethon:Result">
<xs:sequence minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="weight"
type="mpeg7:zeroToOneType"/>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="document">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension
base="mpeg7:Mpeg7Type"/>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:restriction>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:schema>

The replies of the archive interface module are similarly
formalized using an XML schema that borrows from MPEG7. This is in fact the same Reply Description Scheme that is
utilized for exchange of replies between the presentation and
the application tiers.
The main difference between the presentation-application
interface and the application-data interface is that for the
development of the latter special care needs to be taken in
order to ensure system stability. The blocking nature of Web
Services communication – the entity submitting a request is
forced to wait for the response before continuing – is
prohibitive for the interface of the core system with the
individual archives, as the unavailability of one of the archives
should not be reason enough to disrupt the normal operation
of the overall system; the property of graceful degradation is a
required characteristic for a large scale integration project.
Thus, instead of web services, MOMs are used as the
backbone carrier of information between the core system and
the archive interfaces. The main characteristic of MOMs that
makes them suitable for the task is that they are designed for
asynchronous exchange of messages. In other words,
communication is non blocking – the calling procedure simply
specifies the data it would like to have, but does not stop and
wait for it; when that data is made available it is processed. As
far as the low level communication channel is concerned, that
can be provided by any technology. Practically, the result is
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that the core system appears to be available regardless of the
availability of the individual archives that participate; when
one of them is not available, data from the remaining archives
only may be processed and considered in the preparation of
the system’s response.
As far as the communication between the archive interface
and the actual archive is concerned, no formal communication
structure is specified. This is in fact a custom software
component that is developed separately for each archive in
order to provide for its interfacing with the overall system. As
can be seen in Fig. 1, the archive interface may reside at the
location of the archive, but it is not a part of its system. The
reason for this is that the normal operation of the archive
should not be upset by the time consuming (and in some cases
questionable and unstable) process of system integration.
Moreover, any other communication modules that are
connected to the archive should be allowed to continue to
operate normally, as the maintenance of all existing
applications is of great financial importance for multimedia
archives.
The archive interface communicates with the archive
database management system using the same protocols as the
existing archive proprietary end user interface, as is the case
with archive B of Fig. 1. Requests that may be issued by the
core system are “translated” based on this communication
protocol, and the archive response is also translated to the
MPEG-7 format described by the system schemas. Of course,
any intelligence that has been built in the archive’s proprietary
end user interface is lost and has to be re-coded in the archive
interface. In cases, though, where the proprietary end user
application of the archive allows for software interfaces to
connect to it (archives A and C in Fig. 1) the archive interface
utilizes the software in order to search in the archive, thus
taking advantage of its intelligence.
Overall, the archive interface modules undertake one of the
most important parts of the overall system integration process,
as they are in charge of the translation of proprietary
annotation available in the archive to standard MPEG-7
annotation. The cost of multimedia annotation is such – only
expert users can perform it and it is an extremely time
consuming process – that without a software module to do this
automatically, it would not be financially feasible for a non
compliant archive to re-annotate its content and start
participating in such an integrated access system. Moreover,
exactly because of the cost of the annotation, content holders
would be extremely reluctant to participate in an integrated
system that disregards parts of the existing annotation.
C. Core Mediator
The structure of the core mediator system, presented as a
black box in Fig. 1, is presented to a greater detail in Fig. 2.
The interface to archives at the top and the interface to UI at
the bottom have also been presented in the previous
subsections – the interaction components are in charge of
accepting data and forwarding to the core system while the
presentation components are in charge of accumulating data
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from the core system, formatting it and forwarding to the
communications component.
The system operates in two distinct and parallel modes:
query and update. In query mode, the query analysis module is
the recipient of the semantic part of the user query, while the
search engine accepts the metadata part. The semantic part is
specified by textual keywords and is matched to indexing
information already stored in the DBMS of the core system,
while the metadata part is specified through the MPEG-7
descriptors and is forwarded to the participating archives.
Responses of those archives that respond before a timer
threshold expires are merged.
Of course, in order for the query analysis module to be able
to provide a response, an appropriate indexing of documents
needs to have already been performed. This is performed in
offline, update mode of operation by the DTC and DECO
modules. It is worth mentioning that the offline mode is not a
mode of operation that requires the system to be unavailable;
the “offline” term simply refers to the fact that there is no
strict time frame within which it is imperative for the
participating processes to have provided their output, and thus
more sophisticated algorithms may be utilized. In fact the
DTC and DECO modules are always active, indexing new
documents or refreshing indexing information based on newly
acquired knowledge, much like web crawlers of internet
search engines that continuously crawl the web indexing new
pages or refreshing the indexing information for known ones.
In the same mode, accumulated usage information can be
processed for the update of the user profiles.
Archive
Communication
Module
Archive Interaction
Module

Arvhive Presentation
Module
To Archive Interfaces

Detection of Thematic
Categories (DTC)
Search Engine
Detection of Events
and Composite
Objects (DECO)

Query Analysis
Module

Index
- Semantic locators

Ontology Update
Module
Ontology
Searching

User Profile Update
Module

Semantic Unification

- Semantic Entities
- Relations
- Thesaurus

A/V Classification
Module
User Profiles
Presentation
Filtering Module
Personalization

User Interaction
Module

- Usage History
- User Preferences
DBMS

User Presentation
Module

User Communication
Module
To User Interface

Fig. 2. The structure of the core mediator system
Other system components include the index, ontology and
ontology update module discussed in section III, and the
personalization subsystem along with the user profiles, which
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are outside the scope of this paper and discussed in [8], [29]
and [32].
III. CONTENT INTEGRATION
Section II proposes an approach that allows for the systemic
integration of diverse – in architectural nature – multimedia
archives under the umbrella of a mediator system for search
and access. Still, the issue of integration with respect to
content organization and access also needs to be handled
before the system is able to operate in a truly integrated
manner. For example, suppose that two archives with
annotations in different languages are integrated using the
above-mentioned approach. Queries to both can be made
through a common interface and results will be provided and
presented in a uniform manner. Still, it will not be possible to
have results from both archives at the same time – which was
the initial goal behind the integration procedure – as only one
of the two archives will have documents with annotation
matching the query, depending on the language in which the
user issued the query. The same is especially true for
multimedia items with no or little associated textual
annotation, which have to be semantically analyzed and
indexed if matching to textual queries is to be made possible.
In order to cope with different languages, different levels of
detail in annotation, choice of different terms for the
description of similar situations and objects and so on, a
semantic modeling approach is followed. In this approach,
indexing of multimedia documents in the core system is not
based on keywords but rather on semantic entities; each
semantic entity can have multiple definitions, possibly in even
different languages. A query can be posed in a language, e.g.,
in English, and returned results may be originally annotated in
another, e.g. German or Greek. Moreover, the utilization of
semantic entities in indexing enables us to utilize ontological
information in order to provide enhanced searching and
profiling services.
A. Knowledge Model
Similarly to having to re-annotate content, it is not feasible,
financially and time wise, to perform the semantic indexing
manually. Thus, an automated process for the matching of
document annotations to semantic entities needs to be
specified. Therefore, the definitions of the semantic entities
need to be available to the system; they are located in the
DBMS, in the section labeled as Ontology in Fig. 2. In order
to handle the problem of different forms of terms,
alternatively to the solution of stemming, we may choose to
include all possible forms of the terms in the definition of
entities. Using a similar approach, we may include terms in
various languages, thus allowing for uniform handling of
multimedia documents annotated using different languages.
A different problem that needs to be solved, ideally handled
with Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, is that
of terms found in textual annotation that match more than one
semantic entity definitions. As the problem of NLP remains
open, a simpler, yet efficient, approach is followed to
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determine the correct mapping of terms found in the
annotation to the set of known entities: in the field of
ontologies the exact meaning of a word is determined by the
“context” [17][23]. Following the same approach, we utilize
an ontological knowledge representation and use the context
to determine the correct way to map the terms to semantic
entities.
An ontological description contains (at least) a set of entity
definitions together with the taxonomic relations among them.
The two combined form a semantic encyclopedia. Using the
entity definitions we may determine the set of candidate
entities for each term, whereas using the taxonomic relations
we may define and estimate the context of a sentence or short
paragraph, thus solving the problem of term to entity
mapping. The main elements of the schema used to describe
the semantic encyclopedia are included in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5
and Fig. 6.
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result, available information will be divided among them,
making each one of them inadequate to fully describe a
semantic context. Thus, more than one such relations may
need to be combined in order to provide a view of the
knowledge that suffices for context definition and estimation.
For the purpose of analyzing multimedia document
descriptions we use a view that has been generated with the
use of the following fuzzy semantic taxonomic relations [31],
whose semantics are defined in MPEG-7:
• Part P, inverted. P(a,b)>0 indicates that b is an a part of a.
For example, a may be “human body” and b may be
“hand”.
• Specialization Sp. Sp(a,b)>0 indicates that b is a
specialization of a. For example, a may be “vehicle” and b
may be “car”.
• Example Ex. Ex(a,b)>0 indicates that b is an example of a.
For example, a may be “player” and b may be “Jordan”.
• Instrument Ins. Ins(a,b)>0 indicates that b is an instrument
of a. For example, a may be “music” and b may be
“drums”.
• Location Loc, inverted. L(a,b)>0 indicates that b is the
location of a. For example, a may be “concert” and b may
be “stage”.
• Patient Pat. Pat(a,b)>0 indicates that b is a patient of a. For
example, a may be “course” and b may be “student”.
• Property Pr, inverted. Pr(a,b)>0 indicates that b is a
property of a. For example, a may be “Jordan” and b may
be “star”.

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of DataStorageType

Fig. 4. Graphical representation of EncyclopaediaType

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of SemanticEntityType.
Thus, the utilized view T is a new semantic relation that is
calculated as:
T = ( Sp ∪ P −1 ∪ Ins ∪ Pr −1 ∪ Pat ∪ Loc −1 ∪ Ex )

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of KnowledgeBaseType
A semantic encyclopedia, or equivalently an ontological
knowledge description, in order to be highly descriptive,
needs to contain a large number of distinct and diverse – in
their semantic nature – relations among semantic entities. As a

( n −1)

(1)

The (n-1) exponent indicates n-1 compositions, which are
guaranteed to establish the property of transitivity for the view
[15]; it is necessary to have the view in a closed transitive
form, in order to be able to answer to questions such as
“which entities are related to entity x?” in O(logn) instead of
O(n2) times, where n is the (very large) count of known
semantic entities.
Given the fact that the complexity for a single fuzzy
relation composition is O(n3), as well as the fact that
maintenance of the encyclopedia may call for frequent
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changes in the abovementioned relations, it is ease to see that
this leads to a bottle neck. For this purpose, a more efficient,
computationally wise, methodology that is targeted especially
to sparse relations of the form of the relations contained in the
semantic encyclopedia has been developed [33]. This
algorithm establishes transitivity with a complexity that is
below O(n2) and updates the transitive relation in the case of
an addition of an element with a sub-linear complexity, thus
making the overall approach tractable.
Based on the semantics of the participating relations, it is
easy to see that T is ideal for the determination of the topics
that an entity may be related to, as well as for the estimation of
the common meaning, i.e. the context, of a set of entities.
B. The Notion of Context
When using an ontological description, it is the context of a
term that provides its truly intended meaning. In other words,
the true source of information is the co-occurrence of certain
entities and not each one independently. Thus, in the process
of multimedia indexing we have to use the common meaning
of terms in order to best determine the entities to which they
should be mapped. We refer to this as their context; in general,
term context refers to whatever is common among a set of
elements. Relation T will be used for the detection the context
of a set of semantic entities [2].
Relying on the semantics of relation T, we define the
context K(s) of a single semantic entity s∈S as the set of its
antecedents in relation T, where S is the set of all semantic
entities contained in the encyclopedia. More formally,
K ( s ) = T≤ ( s ) , following the standard superset – subset
notation from fuzzy relational algebra. We demand that, when
A is a normal fuzzy set, the “considered” context K (s) of s,
i.e. the entity’s context when taking its degree of participation
to the set into account, is low when the degree of participation
A(s) is high, or when the context of the crisp entity K(s) is
low. Therefore
cp(K (s))=cp(K(s))∩(S⋅A(s))
(2)
where cp is an involutive fuzzy complement. By applying de
Morgan’s law, we obtain:
K (s)=K(s)∪cp(S⋅A(s))
(3)
Then the overall context of the set is again easily calculated
as
K ( si ), si ∈ A
(4)
K ( A) =

∩

Considering the semantics of the T relation and the
proposed process of context determination, it is easy to realize
that when the entities in a set are highly related to a common
meaning, the context will have high degrees of membership
for the entities that represent this common meaning.
Therefore, the height of the context h(K(A)), i.e. the greatest
membership degree that appears in it, may be used as a
measure of the semantic correlation of entities in set A. We
will refer to this measure as intensity of the context.
C. Context-Sensitive Interpretation – DECO module
The definitions of semantic entities in the semantic
encyclopedia contain sequences of labels, each one providing
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a different textual form of the semantic entity, possibly in
more than one languages. Matching those to the terms in the
annotation of a multimedia document (or a specific segment of
a multimedia document) we can acquire the semantic
representation of the annotation.
Interpretation needs to take place simultaneously with
context estimation. We follow the following method: Let a
phrase or a paragraph of the textual annotation contain the
terms {ti} with i = 1,…,T. Let also ti be the textual description
of semantic entities {sij} with j = 1,…, Ti. Then, there exist
N A = ∏ Ti distinct combinations of semantic entities that
i

may be used for the representation of the annotation; for each
one of those we calculate the corresponding context.
The intensity of the context is a semantic measure of the
association of the entities in a set. Thus, out of the candidate
semantic interpretations {ak}, where k = 1,2,...,NA, the one that
produces the most intense context is the one that contains the
semantic entities that are most related to each other; this is the
combination that is chosen as output of the process of
semantic annotation interpretation.
a = ai ∈ {a1 ,..., aN A }: h(ai ) ≥ h(a j )∀a j ∈ {a1 ,..., a N A } (5)
This semantic annotation interpretation is exhaustive, in the
sense that it needs to consider all possible interpretations of a
given annotation. Still, this is not a problem in the framework
where it is applied as:
• Phrases and small paragraphs do not contain large numbers
of terms
• The number of distinct semantic entities that may have a
common textual description is not large.
• The gain in the quality of the semantic content of the
interpreted annotation is largely more important than the
added computational burden.
D. Context-Sensitive Understanding – DTC module
After the simple semantic indexing of textual annotation, a
multimedia document d (or equivalently a segment of a
multimedia document) is represented only by its mapping to
semantic entities. More formally, documents D are indexed by
semantic entities S via the semantic index I:
I :S → D
(6)
Therefore, the context of a document is again defined via
the semantic entities that are related to it. This contains
valuable information that can assist in the process of content
analysis and understanding [27][28][30][31]. Before detecting
the topics that are related to a document d, the set of semantic
entities that are related to it needs to be clustered, according to
their common meaning. More specifically, the set to be
clustered is the support of the document:
0+
d = {s ∈ S : I ( s, d ) > 0}
(7)
Most clustering methods belong to either of two general
categories, partitioning and hierarchical [26]. Partitioning
methods create a crisp or fuzzy clustering of a given data set,
but require the number of clusters as input. Since the number
of topics that exist in a document is not known beforehand,
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partitioning methods are inapplicable for the task at hand; a
hierarchical clustering algorithm needs to be applied [20].
Hierarchical methods are divided into agglomerative and
divisive. Of those, the first are more widely studied and
applied, as well as more robust.
The two key points in hierarchical clustering are the
identification of the clusters to merge at each step, i.e. the
definition of a meaningful measure for CI, and the
identification of the optimal terminating step, i.e. the
definition of a meaningful termination criterion.
When clustering semantic entities, the ideal association
measure for two clusters c1, c2 is one that quantifies their
semantic correlation. In the previous we have defined such a
measure: the intensity of their common context h(K(c1∪c2)).
The process of merging should terminate when the entities are
clustered into sets that correspond to distinct topics. We may
identify this case by the fact that no pair of clusters will exist
with a common context of high intensity. Therefore, the
termination criterion shall be a threshold on the CI.
To determine the topics that are related to a cluster cfinal,
two things need to be considered: the scalar cardinality of the
cluster |cfinal| and its context. Since context has been defined
only for normal fuzzy sets, we need to first normalize the
cluster as follows:

(10)

where ∪ is a fuzzy co-norm and G is the set of fuzzy clusters
that have been detected in d. The topics that are related to
each cluster are computed, after adjusting membership
degrees according to scalar cardinalities, as follows:
RT (c final ) = RT* (c normal ) ⋅ L(c final )
(11)

It is easy to see that RT(s,d) will be high if a cluster cfinal,
whose context contains s, is detected in d, and additionally,
the cardinality of cfinal is high and the degree of membership
of s in the context of the cluster is also high (i.e., if the topic is
related to the cluster and the cluster is not comprised of
misleading entities).

c final ( s )

(8)
, ∀s ∈ 0+ d
h(c final ( s ))
Obviously, semantic entities that are not contained in the
context of cnormal cannot be considered as being related to the
topic of the cluster. Therefore the thematic categorization RT
of the extracted clusters is
RT(cfinal) ⊆ RT*(cnormal) = w(K(cnormal))
(9)
where w is a weak modifier [15]. Modifiers, which are also
met in the literature as linguistic hedges, are used to adjust
mathematically computed values so as to match their
semantically anticipated counterparts.
In the case where the semantic entities that index document
d are all clustered in a unique cluster cfinal, then
RT(d)=RT*(cnormal) is a meaningful approach. On the other
hand, when multiple clusters are detected, then it is imperative
that cluster cardinalities are considered as well.
Clusters of extremely low cardinality probably only contain
misleading entities, e.g. entities that correspond to terms that
were used in a metaphorical manner, and therefore need to be
ignored in the estimation of RT(d). On the contrary, clusters of
high cardinality almost certainly correspond to the distinct
topics that d is related to, and need to be considered in the
estimation of RT(d). The notion of “high cardinality” is
modeled with the use of a “large” fuzzy number L(⋅); L(a) is
the truth value of the preposition “a is high”, and,
consequently, L(|b|) is the truth value of the preposition “the
cardinality of cluster b is high”.
The set of topics that correspond to a document is the set of
topics that correspond to each one of the detected clusters of
semantic entities that index the given document.
c normal ( s ) =

RT (d ) = ∪ RT (c final ), c final ∈ G
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Fig. 7. The document analysis tool
The combined DECO and DTC procedures have been
initially developed and tested independently of the other core
system components. The original document analysis tool is
presented in Fig. 3. In a similar manner, documents in the
usage history of a user can be analyzed for the specification of
the user profile [29][32].
IV. MAINTENANCE AND SCALABILITY
In order for a large integrated system such as the one
described herein, in which administratively independent
archives participate, the addition of new archives and removal
of other archives cannot be considered a rare situation. Quite
the contrary, depending on financial opportunities and
strategic alliances, the list of participating archives may vary
frequently. Therefore, in order for the system to be viable,
these processes need to be thoroughly prescribed and
assurance is needed that their execution will not upset the
normal operation of the overall integrated system. Moreover,
as the goal of the system is to integrate as many archives as
possible, scalability issues also need to be considered. In this
section we discuss these two issues.
A. Maintenance Issues
Maintainability refers to the ability to cope with small, but
possibly frequent, changes in the requirements or environment
settings of operation of a system. In the context of the
integrated system described herein, maintainability mainly
refers to the ability to integrate new archives and
update/expand the knowledge stored in the semantic
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encyclopedia.
As far as the incorporation of new archives is concerned,
this is a relatively time consuming, yet fully prescribed
procedure:
• The archive interface has to be developed and linked to the
search and indexing processes.
• In the case of an archive that contains terms and
descriptions in some language other than English
translations of terms have to be added to the knowledge
base.
• In the case that the archive content refers to topics not
already found in archives attached to the FAETHON
system, the available knowledge may have to be extended
with more semantic relation entries as to optimize the
output of the semantic processes.
• Semantic indexing needs to be performed for the content
of the new archive by the DECO and DTC processes.
What is primarily required is the development of a custom
archive interface, which will allow for the proprietary
annotation utilized by the archive to be translated to the
MPEG-7 compliant representation scheme supported by the
core mediator system. The operation of this software module
can be further decomposed in the following tasks:
• Parsing the FaethonQuery requests.
• Executing the corresponding queries on the archive.
Depending on the archive this could be a query posed to an
existing archival service, to a database or a search in a raw
data file.
• Encoding the response using the formal ArchiveResponse
format and returns the resulting XML file to the core
mediator system.
FaethonQuery and ArchiveResponse are formal DSs
extending the MPEG-7 standard defined ones, similar to the
ones presented earlier in the paper.
In cases where the archive’s annotation scheme is either
very poor, or already MPEG-7 compliant, this becomes a
trivial procedure. In cases, though, where the archive is
following a complex, custom annotation scheme, every
element of this scheme needs to be modeled to the
corresponding MPEG-7 Description Scheme, so that
absolutely no information is lost in the process of the
integration.
Moreover, the communication schemas used between the
application-tier and data-tier of the system are made available
to interested multimedia archives. In this way, multimedia
archives that do not already have a fully digitized storage and
annotation scheme, as well as archives that wish to
upgrade/replace their existing system, can develop a scheme
that is compliant with the overall integrated scheme. Such
archives can be integrated in the system directly, without the
need for an archive interface. Finally, the same archiving
software as the one used by two of the already participating
archives can be modified and customized for any interested
archive. This system comes with valuable supporting
software, as is the powerful annotator tool presented in Fig. 4
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[1][11][14]. In that case, the already developed archive
interface can be utilized.
The most challenging part of the maintenance of the system
is related to the knowledge stored in the semantic
encyclopedia. This needs to be edited mainly in two cases:
when a new language needs to be supported in user queries or
when a new archive is integrated in the system. In the former
case, the task is currently virtually intractable, as all defined
semantic entities need to be manually edited – the system
currently holds definitions for approximately 110000 semantic
entities. Advances in the WordNet project are expected to
provide a solution to this problem [19]; as WordNet was the
original source for the generation of the semantic entities
which can now be used by end users – in English – to specify
their semantic queries, a mapping between synsets of
WordNet for different languages can be automatically merged
into the semantic encyclopedia.

Fig. 8. The annotator application
In the case of new archives joining the integrated system,
small adjustments may need to be made to the semantic entity
definitions or to the ontological taxonomies. If the archive is
not annotated using the English language, terms utilized in the
annotation may not be mapped to any of the semantic entities
in the semantic encyclopedia. The DECO module detects this
and alerts the system administrator.
A translation tool has been developed in order to facilitate
the semantic encyclopedia with the missing terms. The tool,
which is presented in Fig. 5, parses an annotation text and
identifies the terms that are not already found in the
encyclopedia. The administrator (or the expert user in general)
can then select the semantic entity (or entities) to which the
term should be added. In order to further facilitate this
process, the tool is integrated with a dictionary, allowing the
user to specify the corresponding English term; the system
presents all the semantic entities that contain the term in their
definition and the user can select the one(s) to which the new
term belongs.
Once an archive has been integrated through the
development of the archive interface and the extension of the
encyclopedia in order to contain the new terms, documents
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can be indexed by DECO and DTC, and thus made available
to the end users through semantic and metadata searches. Still,
in most cases the newly encountered documents do not appear
frequently in the result sets. The reason is that if their indexing
does not match the query terms exactly they cannot be
identified as relevant to it if the knowledge in the
encyclopedia does not describe this fact; the taxonomical part
of the encyclopedia has been developed manually in a trial
and error manner, and thus this is not a rare case. In order for
the relations in the encyclopedia to be properly updated, a
suitable end user interface has been developed; using this
interface the expert user can identify which archives should be
considered, and which should not, when performing a search.
Using this option the expert user can identify missing
elements in the encyclopedia by issuing queries and studying
the results – when documents are missing from the results the
relational knowledge needs to be extended. This, of course,
requires that the expert user is also aware of the actual content
of the new archive.
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Fig. 10. The relation population tool

Fig. 11. The knowledge management tool

Fig. 9. The translation tool
For the extension of the fuzzy relations in the encyclopedia
the tool presented in Fig. 6 is used. Using this tool the expert
user can identify source and destination semantic entities by
specifying corresponding words, as well as the degree to
which these semantic entities are to be linked. It implements
the algorithm introduced in [33], in order to re-establish
transitivity of the relation in sub-linear time. At the end of the
updating procedure for any of the relations in the
encyclopedia, the T relation is also recalculated, again using a
computationally efficient approach [33].
In the cases that the knowledge is extended to a great
extend – for example with the definition and population of
new semantic relations – the definition of the semantic view T
might also need to be changed. For more complex knowledge
management operations as this one the more sophisticated
knowledge management tool presented in Fig. 7 is utilized.

B. Scalability Issues
The presented system operates as a mediator between users
and multimedia archives. Therefore, scalability can be defined
with respect either to the number of users accessing the
system or to the number of participating archives.
As far as the former is concerned, the issue is trivial. To the
end user, the proposed system is a Web Interface that provides
feedback based on information stored either locally in the
DBMS (for semantic keyword based queries) or in the
distributed participating archives (for metadata queries). In
either case, the existence of multiple users does not impose an
important overhead for the system. Similar web applications
with numerous users have existed for years (for example
Amazon and Google) and experience shows that as long as the
bandwidth of the line connecting the server to the backbone
through which most users access it is sufficient, the number of
concurrent users does not create any problem. This is
especially true as, using indexing techniques, processing of
user queries has been optimized as analyzed below.
As far as the count of participating archives is concerned,
once again the scaling of the system is excellent. When it
comes to the generation of the semantic index, scaling is
linear, as each document needs to be accessed once in order
for DECO and DTC modules to process it. Thus, participation
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of more archives can easily be handled in this sense with the
initiation of multiple indexing processes. Moreover, indexing
services run in offline mode, and thus the overhead in their
operation does not truly upset the operation of the system.
When, on the other hand it comes to the execution of user
queries, two cases need to be considered. In the case of a
metadata query, the query is forwarded by the Archive
Communication Module (a s shown in Fig. 3) to all
participating archives in parallel, and thus the existence of
multiple archives does not augment the overall time. The
probability for any archive to be unavailable is of course
larger, but as we have already explained the MOM approach
followed does not allow this to affect the operation of the
system. Finally, in the case of semantic queries, the list of
matching documents is readily available in the semantic index.
With more participating archives, it is expected – assuming
that all archives have roughly the same size – that the size of
the semantic index will increase linearly. Still, due to the
ordered representation model of the semantic index in
memory in the form of a semantic relation [33], this results in
only a logarithmic raise in the overall processing time. In
other words, 1000 times more archives need to be inserted in
the system in order for the time to process a user query to be
augmented by a factor of 10, or, equivalently, in order for 10
times more processing power to be needed to produce an
equally rapid response.
Overall, the proposed integration architecture and approach
guarantees excellent scaling properties in all senses. In any
case, under extreme conditions, the system has been designed
to enable operation using clusters of servers to process queries
in a parallel fashion. However, such conditions would be very
far from the actual conditions under which the system was
tested (up to five archives and 10,000 concurrent users).
V. INTEGRATED SYSTEM
In this section we provide information acquired from the
practical application of the integration methodology and
system described in this work in the framework of the EU
funded FAETHON project [4]. We start by describing the
architecture and content of the five multimedia archives that
have been integrated, and continue by listing findings from the
integration and validation procedures.
A. Participating Archives
The five archives that have been integrated in the
framework of the FAETHON project are ERT (Hellenic
Broadcasting Corporation), FAG (Film Archive Greece), FAA
(Film Archive Austria), ORF (Austrian Broadcasting
Corporation) and Alinari Archive. Three different archive
interfaces have been implemented for the these archives, as
ERT and FAG use similar archiving systems and are
integrated in the overall FAETHON system using identical
archive interfaces; the same goes for FAA and ORF.
The archive system of ERT is based on a centralized
software solution, the PANORAMA audiovisual content
management application system, utilizing the MPEG-7
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content description standard and ORACLE relational DBMS
technology. The archive consists of two servers, namely (i)
the database server, which hosts the archive database with all
a/v content metadata, and (ii) the media server / web server /
web service provider, which hosts all the a/v content itself,
handles media streaming, provides an end-user web interface
to the archive content. Annotation in the ERT archive (as well
as in the FAG archive) is in Greek. The ERT archive interface
is responsible for the communication between the FAETHON
system and the ERT archive system. It parses and translates
requests made by the core mediator system to the proprietary
XML format utilized by the ERT system. The PANORAMA
Search API is then activated to search the ERT database.
Finally, the response produced by the API is assembled into
an MPEG-7 compliant format and returned to FAETHON.
The implementation and interface of the FAG archive has
been similar to that of ERT, with the exception of several
custom metadata field mappings and classification schemes.
Annotation in the FAA archive (as well as in the ORF
archive) is in German. The FAA archive interface provides
functionality for querying the publicly available data of FAA
by SOAP via HTTP. The queries accepted by that interface
are translated into the native format of FAA’s system. The
interface also includes a database access layer which performs
the connection to FAA’s ORACLE database. The interface is
implemented in Java and acts on top of a TOMCAT servlet
container, while SOAP requests and responses are handled by
a WASP server. A layered approach with partially generic
components was followed in the design and implementation of
the FAA archive interface, which allows for adaptation based
on the needs of other local systems. Due to this feature, it was
possible to adapt the developed archive interface in order to
also support the integration of the ORF archive into the
system.
The Alinari archive consists of a large set of still images,
along with associated metadata including, for example, title,
description, date, photographer, artist, etc., stored in an MSSQL Server database. Annotation in the Alinari archive is in
English and is considerably less detailed than the annotation
in the other participating archives. The Alinari archive
interface is responsible for the communication between the
FAETHON system and the Alinari archive system. It parses
the core system request in order to extract the requirements
forming a query to directly communicate with the Alinari
database. The response produced by the database is assembled
into an MPEG-7 compliant format and returned to
FAETHON. The Alinari archive interface has also been
implemented in Java allowing utilization on different
platforms.
B. Addition of New Archives
In the first prototype, only ERT and FAA archives were
integrated into the system. ORF, FAG and the Alinari archive
have been integrated into the system additionally to the
originally participating archives, in order to increase user
involvement in FAETHON and validate its demonstrator. This
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process has also provided the opportunity to develop and test
the prescribed procedure for the addition of new archives.
In the case of the FAG and ORF archives, the integration
process was rather trivial. As far as the systemic integration is
concerned, these archives use archival systems similar to those
of the originally participating archives, and thus it was not
necessary to develop new custom archive interfaces. As far as
the semantic integration is concerned, their content is of
similar nature to the content of FAA and ERT and their
annotation languages the same. Thus, full integration at both
architecture and content layer was completed easily with only
minor maintenance overhead for the translation of some new
terms and the addition of some new relational elements in the
semantic encyclopedia.
In the case of the Alinari archive, on the other hand, a
complete integration procedure had to be completed. The new
archive interface was developed in a rather timely manner;
during the development of the archive interface both the
FAETHON system and the Alinari Archive operated
uninterrupted by the preparations for the forthcoming
integration. Due to the formal specification of the interfacing
data structures between the core mediator system and the
archive interface, the systemic integration of Alinari into the
core system once the archive interface was developed was
automatic – there was no fine tuning required.
As the annotation language for Alinari is English, there was
no need for term translation – the core system has been
equipped with a mapping of all English terms to their
corresponding semantic entities through processing of the
WordNet synsets. On the other hand, due to the fact that the
archived content was radically different in nature than that of
the other participating archives, excessive updating of the
semantic relations in the semantic encyclopedia was required.
This process was also completed successfully, as is made
evident by the fact that the overall integrated system is now
able to correctly respond to queries in a seamless manner
including related multimedia documents from all archives in
its response.
C. Verification Procedures
Based on the orientation and nature of the software developed
for the intelligent modules of the FAETHON system, the
functional, or black-box testing methodology, for integrated
system testing has been used. That is, validation and
verification is based on the specification to develop test cases,
while the code is invisible. The next step is integration testing,
to ensure that all subsystems and components have been
integrated correctly and there are no faults in their interfacing.
Performance testing follows, to verify that the performance of
the integrated system in terms e.g. of capacity, response time
or throughput is accepted. Finally, scalability testing is
employed to investigate how the system behaves under
increased workload environments. Depending on the nature of
each specific test, a combination of the user interface depicted
in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 and automated scripts was used to access
the system and log its operation.
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The purpose of functional verification is to verify that the
integrated system performs according to its user requirements
and system specifications. The main findings and conclusions
drawn from the functional verification of the FAETHON
system are outlined here:
1. The search engine supports degrees of relevance and all
metadata included in the user query form. Semantic
indexing is done without communication with the archives,
while no archive data are transferred to the FAETHON
system without the archive’s agreement. The result of
using the FAETHON system clearly outperforms the union
of the results of using the individual archives.
2. The DBMS fully supports the FAETHON Schema, and its
query language is rich enough to support the operation of
the system. The encyclopedia can describe the semantic
content of a/v documents and can be manually updated and
automatically expanded, checked for consistency and
corrected.
3. The user interface supports all metadata accessed by user
queries. A very small part of MPEG-7 descriptions is
shown graphically, while the entire descriptions can be
viewed or downloaded in XML. Downloading of
multimedia content is supported.
4. In the FAETHON system, the knowledge stored in the
encyclopedia has been both acquired by public sources and
specifically developed for the participating archive
content; it includes a sufficient number of semantic entities
to index all multimedia documents available. All modules
are integrated to the extent that a query can be processed.

Fig. 12. The query section of the end user interface used
for testing
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Fig. 13. The results' page of the end user interface;
documents from different archives are seamlessly
incorporated
Integration tests are aimed to the detection and correction
of faults due to interface errors or invalid assumptions about
interfaces. Integration errors include interface misuse,
interface misunderstanding and timing errors. The main
findings are outlined here:
1. All interfaces between FAETHON components developed
by different organizations, thus requiring integration, were
of the message passing type, i.e., subsystems request
services from other subsystems by an appropriate message
in XML format according to the FAETHON Schemata.
Full conformance to these schemata was verified, and thus
no correcting actions were needed.
2. These message passing interfaces have been (i) between
the central FAETHON server and the archive interfaces,
using the FaethonQuery and ArchiveResponse types, (ii)
between the central FAETHON server and the end user
interface, using the UserQuery and Faethon Response type,
and (iii) inside the central FAETHON server for
integration of the independent intelligent modules.
3. All FaethonQuery options have been tested by manually
generating combinations of all possible Faethon queries to
archive interfaces, even with conflicting options (e.g.
requesting all documents and documents after a specific
date, at the same time). Tests have been successful for all
archive interfaces and only minor modifications were
needed.
4. No interface misuse or timing error was observed in any
interface. Minor interface misunderstandings occurred
around the schema of the FaethonQuery and
ArchiveResponse types, which were fixed and the schema
was updated when needed.
5. Overall, the use of XML data exchange and the strict
specification of the FAETHON Schemata was proven to
have significantly simplified the integration procedure and
minimized to a considerable extent any integration errors.
Performance testing and verification involve configuring
and tuning the infrastructure of the system, both hardware and
software, until it can support the number of concurrent users
with an acceptable response time. The purpose is to detect
bottlenecks of the system and tune the software so as to
increase system speed, capacity and efficiency, and to shift or
reduce the load by employing alternative data representations
or caching techniques. The main findings are the following:
1. Construction of the semantic index from all participating
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archives using the DTC and DECO process is an offline
process performed when the archive content or the
knowledge is updated and can performed within a few
minutes for the archives currently participating. Most of
this time is dedicated to the transfer of data between the
distributed archives and the core mediator system, while
the processing time for DECO and DTC is considerably
smaller.
2. In online mode of operation, the processes of query
analysis, lookup in the semantic index by the search
engine, a/v classification and presentation filtering only
require a few milliseconds, despite the size of the
FAETHON knowledge base (tens of thousands of terms,
semantic entities and relations). Any delays are therefore
caused by network traffic or internal processing of XML
archive responses.
3. Network traffic turns out to cause no serious performance
problem. Testing over extended periods of time has shown
that network delays during processing of a query require
again a few milliseconds. Archives are contacted by the
core system in a parallel fashion, and when a connection
fails or is timed out, limited cached information is used
instead.
Based on the above, the only real bottleneck of the system
proved to be internal processing of XML archive responses,
whose size in certain cases tend to be in the order of
Megabytes. Mining of information in these XML documents,
marshalling and unmarshalling in several steps for the purpose
of communication between internal intelligent modules some
times required a processing time in the order of seconds,
making it hard to support a large number (e.g. larger than 10)
concurrent users. This bottleneck was fixed by employing
alternative internal data representations, and caching
techniques for all information produced internally between
intermediate processing steps. The work load was
considerably reduced and system speed and efficiency
accordingly increased. The final prototype can on average
serve a user query within a few milliseconds.
Scalability testing includes examination of the system
behavior under conditions of increased number of users and
workload (transaction size), keeping the size of the database
and number of connected archives fixed, as the FAETHON
system already includes the total of all five participating
archives a/v content and metadata available. Experiments
included load, stress and capacity testing in order to determine
(i) whether the system can sustain, in a stable and reliable
way, a specific number of users with acceptable response
times, and (ii) the maximum number of concurrent users and
transactions the system can support. The findings and
conclusions are given below:
1. The five archives participating in the integrated system
contain in total around 3,000 a/v documents whose
complete metadata description in XML takes up around 10
Megabytes. The knowledge base, on the other hand,
contains around 110,000 semantic entities mapped to
around 160,000 terms in three languages (mainly English),
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and around 80,000 relation elements.
Keeping the above parameters fixed, a large number of
coordinated users was emulated by software scripts and
consistent test repetitions were carried out, automatically
measuring system response times. It was found that the
integrated system can serve on average around 300
transactions (queries) per second, keeping the response
time below 2 seconds. As more users are connected to the
system, the above figure slightly decreases. The test was
carried out with up to 20 concurrent connected virtual
users, where this figure decreased to around 250
transactions per second on average. The decrease is due
the processing of additional user profiles during the
response personalization phase.
The above result included queries according to random
combinations of terms from the knowledge base, along
with random metadata queries. Since processing times for
metadata queries largely depend on archive and archive
interface response sizes, separate experiments were carried
out to estimate the deviations of the overall system’s
processing rate. It was found that the integrated system can
serve from around 1-2 (for the largest possible response,
containing around 1,000 documents) to around 1,200 (for a
response of a single document) transactions per second,
again keeping the response time below 2 seconds.
Load and stress testing was carried out and it was verified
that the system can sustain the above transaction rates with
acceptable response times (always below 5 seconds) over
extended periods of time, around 2 days of continuous
operation at maximum, in a stable and reliable way, with
no errors.
Capacity testing was carried out by configuring run-time
settings to define the way that the scripts run, in order to
accurately emulate real user behavior. The settings
included think time depending on user experience (varying
between 5 and 60 seconds) and connection speed (varying
between 30 and 10,000 Kbps). In this experiment, it was
found the integrated system can support around 4,000
concurrent connected users with average response times of
2 seconds.

approach to data exchange increases the stability and
robustness of the overall system. As far as the content
integration is concerned, semantic indexing through automatic
document analysis has been employed. This has allowed the
seamless participation of archives with annotations in different
languages and to different detail in the same retrieval system.
The described approach has been utilized to integrate five
European audiovisual archives from three different countries.
The procedure required in order for a new archive to be added
to the integrated system has also been prescribed, supported
with maintenance tools and tested successfully in three
different cases. Functional, integration, performance and
scaling verification tests have indicated that the proposed
integration approach is both stable and efficient.
Our future research orientations will include the
development of methods and tools aimed at higher levels of
information representation, extraction and use, including
automated knowledge discovery, metadata / annotation
extraction, summarization, conceptual and contextual retrieval
of multimedia content, emphasizing on cross-media and crosslingual aspects.
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